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Great Western Petroleum’s Mission
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• At Great Western, our mission is simple:

To produce energy in a safe and responsible way 
to improve people’s lives.

• We operate exclusively in Colorado, and our 120 
employees live and raise their families in our great 
state. 

• As Coloradans, we are in a unique position to 
combine big-thinking, needle-moving ESG strategies 
in a way that has tangible results, engages our 
stakeholders, and shows our commitment to safety, 
the environment, and our mission is a common goal. 



Great Western Petroleum: Values
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• Our company values were developed by our 
employees and are reflected in everything 
we do. 

• Notably, in 2020 we added a sixth value to 
our list: RESILIENCE.

• Our values are a rallying point for our 
employees and establish a baseline for 
excellence in all areas of our business

• driving responsible operations
• creative innovation
• best in class teamwork to navigate the 

multiple challenges and opportunities we 
face. 



The Conversation in Colorado

• High-profile and hard-fought battles have tested that value of resilience across our industry. 

• The conversation in Colorado has been evolving over the past decade, and we have 
emerged as the leaders of the “clean molecule”.

• The result is a quantified, tangible commitment that is data-driven, industry leading, and 
innovative. 
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The Ivey Pad: A Case Study
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• The conversation had to evolve from extremes to a balanced approach answering the real 
concerns of stakeholders. 

• The Ivey pad in Adams County, Colorado, became a landmark project for us as it was one of
our engineered Platinum sites, and became a focus of the extreme activist community. 

• In the final stages of permitting at the state of Colorado:
• 464 comments were sent in by activist-driven groups
• 389 of these comments were negative
• 25% of the comments didn’t mention the pad



The Ivey Pad: A Case Study
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Ivey Pad Case Study: Air Emissions
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• “The most monitored 7 acres in Colorado” 
• 24/7 noise monitoring
• Perimeter air emissions monitoring on all cardinal 

points
• Hosted the Colorado Department of Public Health 

and Environment mobile monitoring lab

• Proven success through data: air emissions monitoring
• Month after month, overall air emissions are 

within .01 ppb of baseline monitoring
• Results included EPA extended list VOC speciation, 

with all factors significantly below standardized 
health guideline values (HGV)

• Transparency
• All results posted on our website at 

www.gwp.com/ivey
• As local governments and other agencies looked to 

outdated and de-bunked studies to set guidelines 
and understand impacts to human health and 
environment, transparency is critical 

SOURCE: “Monthly Hydrocarbon Monitoring Report”, WSP USA, Inc., June 30, 2021

http://www.gwp.com/ivey


ESG in Every Action
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• Bridging the Gap
• Mobilizing our employees
• Positioning our values
• Building momentum

• Open Dialogue
• Innovation
• Transparency
• Engagement

• Execution
• Operational excellence and buy-in
• Community engagement and partnership
• Earned endorsements and educational 

opportunities



ESG Outlook
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• Environmental: Communicating our innovation
• Commitment to bringing old technologies off-line through a year-over-year P&A 

program
• Retro-fitting sites with newer technology to prove reductions in emissions
• Being a part of the conversation about what is possible
• Real data, real metrics: align with credible and adopted standards

• Social: Communities, Stakeholders, and Dialogue
• Providing credible, validated third party data enables us to have influence on policy 

and policy makers
• Proven accountability to debunk previously published “bad science” or outdated 

assumptions about our operations
• Participating in good governance and innovation for managing stakeholder concerns
• Diversity and inclusion: engaging our diverse workforce in the discussion

• Governance: Our data strengthens our industry, and underscores our value
• Providing credible, validated third party data enables us to have influence on policy 

and policy makers
• Proven accountability to debunk previously published “bad science” or outdated 

assumptions about our operations
• Participating in good governance and innovation for managing stakeholder concerns
• Risk management



Q & A
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